Abstract: For the purpose of exploring new hard materials and doping methods, the structural, mechanical and electronic properties of WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride were investigated with 0, 8.33, 16.67, 25 and 33.33 at.% V doping content and W 2 CoB 2 with 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 at.% V doping content by first-principle calculations. The cohesive energy, impurity formation energy and formation energy indicate the structural stability of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 . The elastic constants and mechanical properties imply that V doping leads to the decrement of shear modulus and the increment of ductility. Two different kinds of hardness models verify that V doping contributes to the decrement of hardness, which is closely related to shear modulus. The electronic structure is analyzed by DOS (density of states), PDOS (partial density of states) and charge density difference, which indicate the formation of weaker B-V covalent bonds, W-V and W-W metallic bonds lead to the decrement of mechanical properties. Compared with previous studies of Cr, Mn doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 , V doping leads to worse mechanical properties and hardness, indicating V may not be a suitable choice of doping transition elements.
Introduction
Ternary borides, including Mo 2 FeB 2 , Mo 2 NiB 2 , WCoB, were fabricated by reaction bronizing sintering, which solved the poor sintering property of binary borides [1] . Ternary borides are suitable substitutes for WC-Co cermet owing to their high melting point, high hardness, high corrosion resistance and high electrical conductivity [2] . For their great potential as a wear-resistant material, ternary borides have attracted scientists' attention in recent years [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Due to its outstanding mechanical properties, WCoB ternary boride has been studied for years [7] [8] [9] . Current studies of ternary borides are focused on the transition elements of doping to improve mechanical properties, such as V, Cr, Mn, Nb, etc. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . V is an important choice of transition element doping and is widely used to improve the mechanical properties of materials [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Hu [23] and Yu [24] found 2 wt.% V doping is able to improve the hardness and transverse rupture strength (TRS) of Mo 2 FeB 2 up to 87 HRA and 1800 MPa, respectively. Shiota [25] , Yamasaki [26] and Takagi [27] found V doping can improve the wettability of the Mo 2 NiB 2 hard phase, hardness and TRS up to 90.8 HRA (Rockwell hardness A) and 3200 MPa. This enhancement is owed to grain refinement, decrease of porosity and increase of phase uniformity. Yamasaki [28] also found 12.5 wt.% V doping leads to Mo 2 NiB 2 phase transformation from orthorhombic phase to tetragonal phase and TRS up to 2500 MPa with the smallest grain size.
However, experimental studies of V doped WCoB ternary boride are rare. The first-principle calculation has been widely used to explore mechanical properties and electronic structure, which can provide more information on experiments. Yang [29] and Sun [30] used first-principle calculation to find Mn doping improves the mechanical properties of Mo 2 FeB 2 ternary boride and verified the results by experiment with the highest hardness and TRS up to 89.4 HRA and 1290 MPa, respectively. Wang [31] and Lin [32] studied the effects of different contents of Cr, Ni, Mn doped Mo 2 FeB 2 ternary boride. They found Ni doping leads to the increment of ductility and elastic modulus and Cr doping contributes to the increment of bulk modulus. Li [33] studied the different contents of V doped Mo 2 NiB 2 by first-principle calculation and found that Mo 1.625 Ni 0.625 V 0.75 B 2 has the lowest energy.
Because there are no reports on V doped WCoB, we used first-principle calculation to explore the effect of V doping on benefitting the selection of a suitable doping element. WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 are regular hard phase in WCoB ternary boride hard alloy [34] , so two cases are considered: the content of V doping are 0, 8.33, 16 .67, 25 and 33.33 at.% separately in WCoB unit cell and 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 at.% separately in W 2 CoB 2 super cell.
It is worth pointing out that the effects of different contents of Cr, Mn doped WCoB on mechanical properties and electronic structure have been studied by first-principle calculation in our previous work [35, 36] . We found that B-Cr, B-Mn bonds play an important role in the crystal. Nevertheless, the previous studies of Cr, Mn doping WCoB is calculated by unit cell, which cannot provide sufficient details on the variation of W 2 CoB 2 in different doping contents. So, the structure, lattice parameters, population, density of states and charge density difference of WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 are studied in detail to explore their mechanical properties and hardness in different V doped structures. At the same time, the mechanical properties and hardness of Cr, Mn, V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 are also discussed.
Crystal Structure and Calculation Method
All first-principle calculations in this paper are conducted based on density functional theory (DFT) [37, 38] with Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP) code [39] . The exchange and correlation terms are described by generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) form. Different Monkhorst-Pack nets have been evaluated to ensure the lowest energy of different models. The interaction of the valence electrons and ionic cores are calculated with Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotential. The valence states considered here are chosen as W (5s 2 5p 6 5d 4 6s 2 ), Co (3d 7 4s 2 ), B (2s 2 2p 1 ) and V (3s 2 4p 6 3d 3 4s 2 ). The integration over the Brillouin zone was conducted with Monkhorst and Pack k-point mesh integrations.
The space group of orthorhombic WCoB (ICSD collection code: 613390) [40] is No. The cutoff energy of a plane-wave set was set as 600 eV and 400 eV to calculate electron wave function, and the k-point grid was set as 5 × 10 × 5 and 3 × 5 × 4 for WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 , respectively. The Broyden-Flecher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) geometry optimization task was applied to obtain a fully relaxed atomic position and a stable structure with minimum total energy [42] during geometry optimization. The convergence conditions were set as the maximum stress below 0.01 GPa, the maximum force on the atom below 0.01 eV/Å, the self-consistent convergence of the total energy below 5 × 10 −6 eV/atom and the maximum displacement between cycles below 5 × 10 −4 Å.
Results and Discussion

Structural Stability
In order to explore the effects of V doping on the mechanical properties and electronic structure of WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 , we first examine the stability of a lattice with different V doping contents. To reveal the stability, the cohesive energy (E coh ) has been calculated, which is defined as follows:
where E coh is the cohesive energy of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 ; E total is the total energy of V doped WCoB/W 2 CoB 2 ; E W , E Co , E B and E V are the energy of an isolated atoms; a, b, c and d are the numbers of W, Co, B, V atoms in the WCoB or W 2 CoB 2 lattice, respectively. The impurity formation energy (E f ) can be used to evaluate the change of stability before and after doping, which is given as follows:
where E f is impurity formation energy (E f ); E WCoB/W2CoB2 is the total energy of undoped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 ; x is the number of V replacing Co atoms in different V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 . The formation enthalpy is the criterion to estimate the difficulty of formation of V doped WCoB/W 2 CoB 2 from a simple substance, which is shown as follows:
where ∆H is the formation enthalpy; E coh (cell) is the cohesive energy of V doped WCoB/W 2 CoB 2 ; E coh (W), E coh (Co), E coh (B) and E coh (V) are the cohesive energy of W, Co, B and V in simple substance W (IM3M), Co (P64MMC), B (P4N2) and V (IM3M).
The calculated values of lattice parameters, unit-cell volumes, cohesive energy, impurity formation energy and formation enthalpy of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 are listed in Table 1 , with the experimental data for comparison. The crystal structure of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 was studied by replacing Co atoms with different numbers of V atoms, and the calculated results are consistent with the experimental data, which proves the stability of the present calculations. The lattice parameters and the volume of the unit cell show that V doping leads to a change of lattice parameters and an increase in volume. The atom radius of V (r = 171 pm) is larger than the atom radius of Co (r = 152 pm). The difference of the radius is less than 15%, which is in accordance with the criterion of doping. The volume changes of V doped WCoB are (b) 2.69%, (c-sy) 5.09%, (c-unsy) 5.29%, (d) 7.75% and (e) 9.88%, respectively. The volume changes of V doped W 2 CoB 2 are (g) 1.75%, (h) 3.19%, (i) 4.94% and (j) 6.42%, respectively and the similar variation trend can be found in the change of the lattice parameters.
Equation (1) requires negative values of E coh , which refers to a thermodynamically stable structure. With an increase of V doping content, the cohesive energy of WCoB decreases slightly except W 4 Co 3 VB 4 , which indicates that V doping leads to the increment of stability. For V doped W 2 CoB 2 , a higher V doping content contributes to the increment of cohesive energy except W 8 V 4 B 8 , but all the cohesive energy is less than zero, which indicates that V doping decreases stability. Impurity formation energy is calculated for V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 , which can examine the stability of the doped structure, comparing undoped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 . The positive number of impurity formation energy means that V doping leads to the decrement of the stability, and the negative number means that V doping leads to the increment of the stability. It is obvious that the V doping leads to a thermodynamically stable state except W 4 Co 3 VB 4 , but V doped W 2 CoB 2 are more unstable than W 2 CoB 2 except W 8 V 4 B 8 , and these results are consistent with the analysis of cohesive energy.
Formation enthalpy can be used as the standard of difficulty in a simple substance transforming into compounds. All the values of formation enthalpy are negative, and the increment of formation enthalpy indicates that V doping leads to the increasing of difficulty of transformation from simple substance to WCoB structure. However, when the V doping content reaches the maximum value, the formation enthalpy decreases slightly, which indicates a new stable structure W 4 V 4 B 4 and W 8 V 4 B 8 is more easily to form. However, the first-principle calculation is calculated in 0 K and 0 GPa, which needs further study on the thermodynamic formation process.
Overall, it can be concluded that all V doped structures retain a stable state. The unsymmetrical structure W 4 Co 2 V 2 B 4 is more unstable than the symmetrical structure W 4 Co 2 V 2 B 4 , which will not be considered in the next section.
Mechanical Properties
The mechanical properties of different contents of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 , including the elastic constants, bulk modulus, elastic modulus, shear modulus, B/G ratio, Poisson's ratio, and anisotropic index, are shown in Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 2 . The traditional mechanical stability conditions should be taken into consideration before the analysis of mechanical properties. For orthorhombic crystals WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 , there are nine independent elastic stiffness constants, and the standards can be expressed as follows:
where C ij is the single crystal elastic constant. It is obvious that all structures satisfy the stability standards. The mechanical properties of different structures are characterized by the set of elastic constants. For orthorhombic structures WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 , B V , B R , G V , and G R can be expressed by using the following equations:
where S ij is the elastic compliant coefficient, which can be converted from the corresponding C ij matrix equation. Bulk modulus B and shear modulus G are calculated by Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximations [43] , which are shown in Equations (9) and (10) . According to the structural symmetry, Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio υ can also be calculated by Equations (11) and (12):
A universal elastic anisotropy index (A U ) can also be calculated as follows, which are used to account for the shear and bulk contributions.
The elastic constants of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 are shown in Tables 2 and 3 , which satisfy the Born stability criteria for orthorhombic crystals [44, 45] . For orthorhombic WCoB ternary boride, it is obvious that C 11 , C 22 , C 33 decrease with the increasing of V doping content, indicating that V doping contributes to the decreasing of deformation resistance along a, b, c axes. Almost all the C 11 are higher than C 33 , which demonstrates that the deformation resistance along the a axis is stronger than that along the c axis, which is attributed to the stronger B-Co bonds. For orthorhombic W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride, C 22 is larger than C 11 and C 33 , implying that b axis has the largest stiffness. Although all elastic constants decrease with the increase of V doping content, C 66 has the biggest decreasing amplitude among all elastic constants. The phenomenon shows that the stiffness obviously decreases along the XZ direction, which is attributed to the bigger atom radius of V and the weaker bonds of W-V metallic bonds. According to the elastic constants, the calculated values of shear modulus G, bulk modulus B, Young's modulus E, Poisson's ratio γ, B/G ratio and universal anisotropic index (A U ) of Cr, Mn, V WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 are shown in Figure 2 . It is an obvious bulk modulus of WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 decreases slightly with the increase of the V doping contents, implying that V doping leads to the increase of stress concentration and the decrease of deformation resistance. The calculated values of shear modulus and elastic modulus show a similar trend with variations of the V doping content. For orthorhombic WCoB, V doping leads to the decrease of shear modulus and elastic modulus, and symmetrical structures have higher values. V doping leads to the sharp decrement of shear modulus and elastic modulus for W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride. The brittleness can be evaluated by Poisson's ratio [46] . Poisson's ratio fluctuates around 0.25 and decreases slightly for WCoB ternary boride, which means V doping contributes to a decrease in ductility. V doping contributes to the obvious increment of Poisson's ratio of W 2 CoB 2 , implying that V doping leads to an increase of ductility. Generally speaking, the 1.75 ratio of B/G is the criterion with which evaluate the ductility of materials [47] . If B/G is less than 1.75, a material can be determined a brittle material, and with values higher than 1.75 it can be considered a ductile material. So, the B/G ratio is in consistent with the analysis of Poisson's ratio. V doping leads to the slight decrement of ductility of WCoB ternary boride and the obvious increment in W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride. The results indicate that V doping leads to an increase of metallicity. A universal elastic anisotropy index (A U ) is the criterion with which to evaluate the anisotropy. Because the departure of A U from 0 means an increase of anisotropy, it is obvious that V doping leads to the increment of anisotropy for W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride. However, the variation of A U of WCoB is minor, which indicates that the effect of V doping is more obvious on the supercell of W 2 CoB 2 .
Based on our previous work [35, 36] , the different contents of Cr, Mn doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 have been studied by first-principle calculation. Compared with the previous data, it is obvious that the low content of Cr, Mn, V doping shows relatively higher mechanical properties, especially on the bulk modulus and the B/G ratio. Ductility is one of the most important properties, and the low content of Cr, V doped WCoB shows the best ductility except for V doped W 2 CoB 2 . Although V doped W 2 CoB 2 shows the best ductility, the decrement of mechanical properties limits its application.
Population Analysis and Hardness
The chemistry bond plays a crucial role in the mechanical properties, especially on the hardness of the hard phase. The bonding strength among atoms shows information about hardness and is determined by the overlap population [48] . The covalent bonds have a larger overlap population than ionic bonds, which are bigger than zero. Anti-bonding exists when the overlap population is less than zero. The properties of chemical bonds can be analyzed by the average overlap population, which is provided by Zhou [49] , and the equation is as follows: (14) where N i is the total number of A-B bonds and n AB i is the bond population of A-B bond of the i type. The calculated results of the average overlap population of different bonds in WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride is listed in Tables 4 and 5 . For WCoB ternary boride, V doping leads to an increase of average overlap population, implying V doping contributes to the increasing of covalent properties for most bonds. Compared with W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride, there are no existing B-B bonds in the V doped WCoB ternary boride, which is attributed to the long distance between B atoms. The negative average overlap population means the repulsion force among atoms, and all the negative value appears between metal atoms. Similarly, average overlap population increases with the increase of V doping content in W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride. It is clear that V doping contributes to the increase of covalent properties for most bonds. However, the population of B-V and Co-V bonds is less than B-Co and Co-Co bonds, so the V doping leads to a decrease of covalent properties for the WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 structure. 
Hardness is one of the most important properties for hard alloy, and different hardness models are employed to study the influence of V doping on WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride. Hardness is a macroscopic property, which is affected by different factors. Some hardness models are based on mechanical properties, and some hardness models are based on population analysis. To explore the hardness of WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride, the Vickers hardness (H V ) is calculated by three hardness models.
Pugh [50] proposed a simple hardness model in 1954, which can be expressed by H V = 0.151G. Based on previous models, Chen [51] introduces the Pugh's ratio to evaluate the ductility of materials, which can be expressed as k = G/B. The hardness model can be expressed as follows:
where k is the Pugh's ratio and G is the shear modulus. As we know, the mechanical properties are the macroscopic properties, and the previous hardness model only shows the statistical relationship between hardness and mechanical properties. Gao [52] established a new hardness model, which is based on population analysis. Gao proposes that the resistance is proportional to the homo-polar energy gap and the bond strength is determined by overlap populations, which can be evaluated by first-principle calculations. The hardness of bonds can be expressed by follow equations:
where P µ is the overlap population of µ-type bond; H µ γ is the hardness of µ-type bond; N µ b is the bond density per cubic angstroms of µ-type bond; d µ is the bond length of µ-type bond; Ω is the cell volume. The hardness of the metallic bond is not considered in this model, because the calculation results of metallic bonds cannot be calculated accurately in the first-principle calculations. The electrons of the metallic bonds are shared in the whole material. The hardness of metallic bonds is not taken into account in the hardness model. The Gao's hardness of materials can be expressed by the geometric average of all bond hardness, which is shown as follows:
where m n is the bond number of µ-type bond.
The vickers hardness of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 is shown in Figure 3 , which are named Hv-Chen and Hv-Gao. The hardness models are usually based on the binary oxide, so the hardness is characterized by different models to explore the variation of the hardness of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride. For WCoB ternary boride, the hardness varies around the hardness of the undoped structure. However, the mechanical properties have been studied in the previous section, and the bulk modulus decreases with increasing V doping content. It is obvious that the variation trend of Hv-Chen is similar to the variation trend of the shear modulus, which indicates that the shear modulus plays an important role in the hardness. The symmetrical doped structure has a relatively higher hardness than the unsymmetrical structure, implying better performance of symmetrical structures. However, Gao's model shows that V doping leads to a decreasing in hardness, which is consistent with population analysis.
For W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride, it is obvious that all hardness models show that V doping contributes to the decrement of hardness. It is more likely to be caused by the larger atom radius of V (r = 171 pm) than by Co (r = 152 pm), which leads to the weaker B-V covalent bonds and W-V metallic bonds. The Gao' model especially shows that decreasing amplitude is little in W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride.
Compared with the effect of Cr and Mn doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 [35, 36] , we can assume Cr doped WCoB or V doped W 2 CoB 2 are the valuable choices of the experiment because Gao's model depends on the type of cell, and the previous studies are based on the unit cell of W 2 CoB 2 . So only Hv-Gao of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 is shown in Figure 3 . The mechanical properties and Vickers hardness of Cr, Mn, V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 indicates Cr doped WCoB and Mn doped W 2 CoB 2 are the best choice of doping element and ternary boride, which have high ductility, hardness and relatively high mechanical properties.
Density of States
The nature of mechanical properties can be revealed by studying the electronic structure and chemical bonding features. The total density of states (DOS) and partial density of states (PDOS) of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 . The black vertical dashed line represents the Fermi level and the deep valley around the Fermi level is named the pseudogap (E p ). The orbitals above the pseudogap are usually composed of d-d orbitals and contribute to the formation of metallic bonds. The larger displacement between the pseudogap is related to the formation of covalent bonds and the weakness of metallic bonds. Yu [53] found a higher value of density of states at Fermi level indicating the increasing stability of non-crystal and quasi-crystal. However, the stability of typical crystals, including WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 , cannot be judged by the value of density of states at Fermi level.
The calculated DOS and PDOS of V doped WCoB are illustrated in Figure 4 . In a range from −15 eV to 10 eV, there are several peaks which can be divided into different peaks. So, we chose some typical peaks to discuss the effect of V doping on WCoB. We named P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 for peaks located at −8.6 eV, −6.0 eV, −1.0 eV, 0.83 eV, 1.9 eV. Because P1 is composed of B-2s orbital and W-5d orbital and P2 is composed of B-2p orbital and W-5d orbital, it is obvious that P1 and P2 varies little with increasing V doping content. By viewing Figure 4a , we can see that the location of B-2s orbital and B-2p orbital are away from Fermi level. These peaks change little with increasing V doping content and mainly form a covalent bond between B-W, B-Co and B-V, which gives a positive contribution to the shear modulus and hardness by enlarging the pseudogap. Because there exists a strong hybridization between B-2p orbital, V-3d orbital, Co-3d orbital and W-5d orbital, some peaks vanish with increasing V doping content. However, P3, P4 and P5, which are close to the Fermi level, are obviously affected by the V doping content. One of the most obvious features of compounds is the metallic character at Fermi level, and V doping leads to a significant change at Fermi level and the formation of metal-to-metal bonding between V, Co and W. P3 is composed by Co-3d orbital and W-5d orbital, and the decrement of Co content leads to the decreasing of P3. Because P4 is composed of Co-3d orbital, W-5d orbital and V-3d orbital, the variation of P4 is minor. However, the influence of Co-3d orbital is greater than V-3d orbital, so the decrement of Co content contributes to the vanishing of P4. P5 is composed of V-3d orbital and W-5d orbital, so increasing the V doping content leads to increasing P5.
By comparing Figures 4 and 5 , it is found that DOS and PDOS of V doping W 2 CoB 2 are similar to those of V doping WCoB. We can divide the DOS into several typical peaks, which can be named P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5, located at −10.4, −7.7, −3.9, −1.2 and 1.9 eV. It is clear that P1 is made up of the strongly hybridized B-2s and W-5d orbitals. Similarly, P2 is composed by B-2p orbital and W-5d orbital. So, the values of P1 and P2 change little with increasing V doping content. P1 and P2 exist a resonance peak between B-2s and B-2p orbitals, which means the formation of the B-B covalent bond and contributes to the shear modulus and hardness.
P3 is mainly composed of W-5d orbit with a small amount of Co-3d, V-3d and B-2p orbitals. Because increasing V content compensates the decreasing Co content, so the intensity of P3 varies little in different structures. We notice that the intensity of P4 and P5 obviously vary in different structures. P4 is mainly affected by Co-3d orbital and P5 is mainly affected by V-3d orbital, so the increasing V doping content leads to a decrease of P4 and an increase of P5. P3, P4 and P5 mainly form metallic bonds, which have a negative influence on the shear modulus.
Based on the DOS and PDOS of WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 , it is clear that V doping leads to strong hybridization between B and V orbitals, which leads to an increase of overlap population. The formation of weaker B-V covalent bonds and W-V metallic bonds contributes to a decrease of the shear modulus and hardness. The analysis of the electronic structure is consistent with hardness. If V doping cannot lead to a significantly solid solution or grain refinement [27, 28] , V doping may not be a suitable choice of transition doping element.
Charge Density Difference
To further explore the bond characterization, the charge density difference of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 was calculated by first-principle calculation, which is shown in Figures 6 and 7 . The charge density differences of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 are shown along the (010) and (100) plane for different doping contents, respectively. The crucial bonds and atoms are labeled in the figure and the italic atoms are not on the cross-section, which are the projection on the cross-section. Because all the crystal structures have a periodic arrangement, the charge density difference can be visualized by different cross-sections. For the charge density distribution, the red color implies the maximum localization of electrons; the white color means the electron density is almost zero; and the blue color indicates the maximum delocalization of electrons [54] . It is obvious that B-Co/V covalent bonds and W-Co/V metallic bonds are typical bonds in V doped WCoB ternary boride. With increasing V doping content, the bond length of B-Co/V covalent bonds increases from 2.201 Å to 2.339 Å. This phenomenon is caused by the larger atom radius of V atoms, resulting in increases of cell volume. When the doping content reaches up to 33.3 atom%, V atoms will have completely replaced Co atoms, resulting in the increment of symmetry and a slight decrement of bond length. The bond length of W-Co/V metallic bonds obviously increase in the higher V doping content structure, and the weaker W-V metallic bonds lead to the decrement of shear modulus and hardness, which is consistent with the analysis of mechanical properties. For V doped W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride, the charge density difference is shown in Figure 7 , which is mainly formed by B-Co/V covalent bonds and W-Co/V metallic bonds. With increasing V doping content, the bond lengths of B-Co/V and W-Co/V are up to 2.198 Å and 2.848 Å, which indicates that V doping is harmful to the bond hardness. The formation of weaker bonds leads to the decrease of shear modulus and hardness, which is consistent with the analysis of DOS. When we consider Figures 3 and 4 , the V doping contributes to the formation of W-W metallic bonds, indicating the increase of orbital hybridization, which is also consistent with average overlap population analysis.
The calculated charge density difference and electronic structures show that V doping leads to the formation of weaker B-V covalent bonds and W-V metallic bonds with the adjacent atoms. The decrease of the shear modulus and hardness are attributed to increasing bond length. Although population increases slightly in the V doped structure, it cannot offset the decrease of the number of stronger B-Co covalent bonds and W-Co metallic bonds. Therefore, V doping leads to the decrease of mechanical properties and hardness.
Conclusions
In summary, comparing with Cr, Mn doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 , the stability, lattice constants, mechanical properties, average overlap population, hardness, density of states and the charge density difference of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride are calculated and discussed based on the first-principle calculation, which can be drawn as follows.
(1) By analyzing the cohesive energy, formation energy, we can see that all V doped structures are stable. With increasing V doping content, stability increases slightly when the V doping content is up to 16.67 at.% for WCoB and 20 at.% for W 2 CoB 2 . However, the formation energy shows V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride are harder to form except for the W 4 V 4 B 4 structure. The larger atom radius of V atoms leads to the increase of lattice constants. (2) The mechanical properties, average overlap population and hardness show V doping leads to the decreasing of shear modulus and hardness, which is attributed to the weaker B-V covalent bonds and W-V metallic bonds. Two different hardness models show the shear modulus is closely related to the hardness, and V doped W 2 CoB 2 has higher ductility. (3) The electronic structure of V doped WCoB and W 2 CoB 2 ternary boride is studied by DOS, PDOS and charge density difference. The formation of weaker B-V covalent bonds and W-V metallic bonds contributes to the orbital hybridization, which is inconsistent with the analysis of mechanical properties and hardness. Moreover, the formation of W-W metallic bonds at high V doping content is harmful to the shear modulus and mechanical properties.
